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Abstract. The implementation of concept maps in the classroom allows both the teacher and the student discovering and describing meaningful relations among the concepts object matter of the study (Novak & Gowin, 1988), making it possible to create connections between them and the context in which activities are developed. That is the reason why teaching and learning process are related to the rate of change, in order to provide students with a tool which allows them evidencing in an organized way several relations of the concept to events of the environment, such as a plant’s growth in relation to time, a country’s currency price variation with respect to other country’s currency, water temperature variation when submitted to a burner in relation to time, etc.

1. Reference Framework

During the first years of education, mathematics faces students with situations in which they can use algorithms such as those from addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, among others, in order to relate two magnitudes which do not vary, from which an answer having the same characteristics is obtained. At the end of the basic education cycle, algebra studies begin; it introduces “variables” which can have several meanings according to the context from which stated problems have been extracted. From a mathematical point of view, this school pathway is characterized by going from arithmetical studies to algebraic studies. This brings new challenges to students, as operation alternatives are wider, new and different meanings are given to the answers, which require a maturity period of these new concepts to be understood.

When basic school cycle ends, the concept which synthesizes studied change processes is the rate of change which can be modeled, in situations where variation is continuous, from straight line equation $y = mx + b$, where $m$ is the value representing variation relation among observed phenomena. Understanding this concept represents new challenges for students from different points of view: from language point of view, handling new mathematical expressions; the meaning of each one of the equation terms according to the context from which variables object matter of this study have been extracted; graphic representation, among others. Concept maps are a good tool which allows teachers realize the assimilation of the rate of change concept.

1.1. Rate on change in High School Education

Calculus is considered as one of the most important areas within mathematics, as it makes it possible to understand several nature phenomena from equations which model them. If students want to reach success in this field, they need to be provided with a training which is consistent with the variation thinking, as it has been called in their school program “to presuppose overcome teaching of fragmented and divided mathematical contents in order to place us in the domain of a conceptual field involving inter-structured and linked concepts and procedures which allow mathematically analyzing, organizing, and modeling situations and problems from both man’s practical activity and sciences and mathematics, where variation is found as their substrate.” (Ministerio de Educación Nacional de Colombia, 1998).

Rate of change involves variation of magnitudes which should be measured and compared. These activities are performed by students as natural processes related to different knowledge situations or areas, such as geometry, administration, natural sciences, etc., which make teaching of change concept a useful tool “to prepare students for studying calculus, which has been a basic goal of school mathematics; to state and resolve calculus equations is a vital element of traditional engineering-focused mathematics” (Stewart, 1998).

The teacher is responsible for involving methodological intervention strategies in the classroom to promote exploration, discovery, and construction of mathematical ideas in teaching and learning process. Specifically speaking on the rate of change concept, this makes easier to understand proportionality relation between two variables, thus providing learning with meaning.

1.1 Concept Maps in Mathematical Teaching

Stated teaching strategies which are executed by mathematics teachers to present mathematical concepts throughout an academic period are an important factor for students to learn them. As a concept map “is a visual
representation of the hierarchy and relations among concepts within an individual’s mind” (González & Novak, 1993), it is a resource which evaluates relations made during a process to learn the concepts under study. This fact is particularly important for teaching mathematics, which objective is to make individuals learn several hierarchical structures which make sense in applications carried out in other knowledge fields.

The use of concept maps in rate of change teaching was intended to make students discover by themselves, from the very first exploration stages of the concept, different manifestations in their environment and relate them from both differences and similarities. The following are the way by which they were taken to the classroom and results obtained.

2 Classroom Intervention Integrating Concept Maps in Teaching-Learning Process of the Rate of change

The experience was carried out in 2007 during three months at Institución Educativa Pedro Luis Álvarez Correa located in Caldas (Antioquia, Colombia). Exercises to construct concept maps about previously studied mathematical topics were carried out with the students. At the beginning, the group was informed about the objectives of the work to be performed and results expected from each student at the end. This is the way how concept maps were used in the classroom intervention.

2.1 As a Learning Pathway

According to Novak’s own words: “a concept map can also act as a ‘roads map’ where some routes are shown to be followed for connecting concepts meanings in such a way that propositions can be achieved” (Novak & Gowin. 1988). This implies an “academic program planning” for teachers, which is reflected on their activities, allowing students making questions such as: What am I going to learn? What can I use this learning for? What applications does this topic have in the context? Among other aspects.

After the discussion, students posed questions such as: What does a change stand for? How do we realize a change has occurred? In which daily life situations changes or variations occur? Which is the importance of the change? How do changes are measured? Etc. In order to give answers to such questions, interviews to people from different professions and occupations were proposed to be performed.

Answers provided by interviewees showed two kinds of change: A qualitative change considered as a transformation from one state to another, as a change of color and a change of mood, which were referred to by people performing social activities such as priests, policemen, nurses, etc. A quantitative change related to different measures, as the income and expense of money come from sales of purchases made in a store, time spent by different cars to go over a certain distance, reported by people performing activities in which accounts are managed or measures are taken. Answers provided made it possible to create a glossary which allowed making differences among the kinds of change found, and clearly defining that during the experience the interest was focused on the quantitative change, as it can be expressed in numerical terms and, based on observations, constructing tables and graphs which account for its characterization.

2.2 To Extract Meanings and to Synthesize

After students collected information from several sources (interviews, consultations, etc.), in relation to the studied concept, they were asked to construct concept maps to synthesize the process (Figure 1).

Socialization and analysis of these maps made it possible to create hierarchies among several terms which make reference to the change and which were found during the interviews. In this work stage, achievements reached were disclosed in relation to processes involving the change, as propositions and argumentations provided were constructed from language, which are a step prior to understanding the concept from a mathematical point of view.
Construction of concept maps by students helped evidence differences between a qualitative change and a quantitative change, observed in different activities performed, such as. Growth of an animal, temperature records of a liter of water under fire, among others. Due to the activities nature during this part of the process, tabulation records, graphic records, and the approach to the algebraic representation (situation modeling), are basic aspects when making rate of change. Step-by-step development of aspects involved allows a conceptualization of other change manifestations such as: direct proportionality, proportionality constants, variation of magnitudes, graphic and algebraic representation of the straight line.

2.3 **Evaluative Purposes**

To get deeper into the rate of change concept, other statements in which they should involve change situations were proposed. In these situations, measures should be taken to construct a tabulation record divided into similar time intervals. Three-student groups were formed with the purpose of interacting and getting to an agreement about the way how a rate of change is produced in the experiment under execution and the meaning that could be given according to the used context. As a synthesis process, they should prepare a concept map on which they should support a presentation before their classmates. The final concept map should include the rate of change as its main concept.

Concept maps constructed accounts for understanding acquired by students. Also, they are very useful for teachers as an evidence of the way as each one of the parties involved in the process assumes his/her own learning. From their follow-up and analysis, experiences can be designed to help their students overcome weaknesses or to reinforce strengths acquired in learning process. It was intended that students include in the map, formalizations of algorithmic procedures or processes which allow them having correct answers from concepts and propositions explaining the phenomenon (Figure 2).
3 Conclusions

If teaching-learning educational process is considered as a goal through which students can get a meaningful learning of stated concepts, which extend and articulate their network of relations and can apply them in different contexts, it is necessary that teachers include tools to speed up act performance of agents involved in the construction of the new knowledge. In our case, applying a concept map tool in the classroom allowed students being themselves more motivated to carry out proposed activities and to participate in the construction of their own knowledge.

During the experience, we based on students’ previous knowledge, in such a way that they could develop mathematical competences separated from algorithms, strengthening creative and argumentative skills which were supplemented with the design of models to let them creatively express their ideas, thus making associations of rate of change concept with surrounding phenomena which change quantitatively.

Solutions provided by students for several problems stated by them and by the teacher as well, concept maps developed as a final synthesis process, allow identifying that students, throughout the experience, reached (according to their academic level) an appropriate conceptualization of the rate of change, as they recognize it as the quotient of two magnitudes and can create tabulation records from proportional calculations, associating answers obtained with a straight line slope.
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